
ICELAND:
LAND OF FIRE AND ICE



Why Iceland?
Why would anyone choose to vacation in Iceland?   

➢ Simply put, it is a paradise for nature lovers.

➢ It was voted 1 of 10 best “Once-in-a-Lifetime Journeys” by Flight Network in 2018.

➢ It was voted “most scenic destination in Europe” by Luxury Travel Guide in 2017.

➢ It was voted “world top destination” by CNN in 2016.  

➢ West Iceland was voted one of the “world’s top 17 places to visit” by CNN in 2017.

➢ It was voted “world’s best travel destination” by National Geographic in 2012.

➢ It was voted “best in travel” by Lonely Planet in 2012 and 2013.

➢ Reykjavik was voted 1 of the Top 10 “most excellent cities in the world” in 2018.

➢ It is one of the safest, friendliest, and “greenest” nations in the world.  As of 2019 it was voted “most peaceful 
country in the world” by the Global Peace Index for the 13th year in a row!

➢ It was voted “best in world for well being of women” by the Peace Research Institute in Oslo in 2017.  It was rated 
second best quality of life worldwide in 2018.  It was rated 4th happiest nation in the world in 2019.  It was rated 
“best citizenship in the world” in 2020 by Lonely Planet.  

➢ It was voted “healthiest country in the world” by the World Economic Forum in 2017.  It was voted “second best 
health care system in the world” by the British Medical Journal The Lancet in 2017.

➢ Flight time is less than 6 hours from the East Coast of the United States.

If you want to see current pictures from Iceland, join “Iceland: The Photographers Forum” on Facebook.



All points of interest - and some we haven’t seen yet – are detailed on our
custom Google map at: https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1skvfqsNlWpCilCOaJc2tjreDGnc

Our Custom Google Map

RIGHT CLICK 
to open all 
hyperlinks 
throughout 
document

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1skvfqsNlWpCilCOaJc2tjreDGnc


Ring Road One Circles Iceland (interior is inaccessible in winter).  Road is rugged 
in mountainous sections on the far Eastern side (we didn’t travel there).  
For road/weather conditions, always check: https://safetravel.is/

https://safetravel.is/


Map Showing Iceland Highlights



Iceland sits on a volcanic ridge at edge of the Arctic Circle. 



Iceland’s Active Volcanic Rift Zones 
➢ The country sits on a hotspot in the Earth’s crust that is expanding at a rate of ~1 inch per year. 
➢ A web page with all Icelandic volcanoes is at:  http://icelandicvolcanoes.is/

http://icelandicvolcanoes.is/


➢ Volcanoes are covered with glaciers

➢ Summer ice melt produces >10,000 waterfalls  

➢ Beaches are black volcanic sand

➢ Trees only cover 2% of landscape

Icelandic Environment



Weather is moderated by the Gulf Stream.  Even so, fierce 
winter winds can blow snow and ice at hurricane force, so 
structures are reinforced with concrete or colorful 
corrugated iron.  In February 2020 a wind gust in a Reykjavik 
suburb hit 155 mph!

In June high temperatures can reach the 60s, and low 
temperatures dip to the 40s.  You can expect sunny days 
interspersed with periods of wind and rain.  Weather 
changes quickly.  Reykjavik is cloudier and rainier than the 
north and south coasts.

In winter temperatures average 30 degrees in Reykjavik, and 
-20 degrees in the Arctic north.

Icelandic Weather



➢ At SUMMER solstice,  sunset is at 12:06 am, and sunrise is at 2:53 am (good for long days of hiking).

➢ In DECEMBER, sunrise is at 11:24 am and sunset is at 3:27 pm (good for long nights of aurora watching).

Iceland:  Land of the Midnight Sun

Midnight in June: Online Picture of Aurora in Winter



Iceland:  Sea Bird Paradise

➢ Icelandic cliffs are covered with nesting seabirds in late spring/early summer (kittiwakes on left). 

➢ Half of the world’s Atlantic puffins nest in Iceland, with peak activity in June (puffins on right).



➢ Arctic terns have the longest annual migration in the world ( http://www.arctictern.info/ ).  

➢ Each 4-ounce bird flies ~22,000 miles - TWICE per year!  Virtually pole to pole.

➢ That means that each bird flies the distance to the Moon and back THREE times over its lifetime!

Arctic Terns

http://www.arctictern.info/










Warning: Birds
on Road (Fuglar).



Click to start Movie Here -> 
(hover for start arrow to show)
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Icelandic Mammals

Animals  in Iceland are well adapted to the climate.

➢ Purebred Icelandic horses (lineage goes back 1000 years)

➢ Purebred Icelandic sheep (lineage  goes back 1000 years); 
sheep outnumber people three to one

➢ Reindeer (eastern Iceland)

➢ Arctic Fox



Icelandic horses first arrived with the Vikings.  They have a unique gait that allows 
them to move softly over rough terrain.



Click to start Movie Here ->  
(hover to show start arrow)
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Icelandic Language

➢ The Icelandic language is famous for being one of the hardest in the world to learn. 
Happily if you visit, most people speak excellent English.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uCKSYTH-4o&app=desktop

Click to start Movie Here ->

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uCKSYTH-4o&app=desktop


Religion

➢ Icelanders are free thinking and embrace people of all faiths.

➢ 80% of the population is Lutheran.  Christianity was adopted around 1000 AD.

➢ Every town in Iceland, no matter how small or isolated, seems to have its own historic church.

o Usually the church is perched high on a hill or overlooking the water.



Genetics

Since Iceland’s population is so small, it 
provides unique opportunities for genetic 
research, in addition to hurdles for dating.

➢ deCode Genetics is headquartered in 
Reykjavik and is known worldwide for its 
discovery of genetic risk factors for 
common diseases.

➢ Islendingabok (Book of Icelanders) is a 
database of all every person in Iceland – it 
details how closely people are related.  A 
database search is considered a 
requirement before two people date.

https://www.islendingabok.is/english

https://www.decode.com/research/

https://www.islendingabok.is/english
https://www.decode.com/research/
https://www.decode.com/research/


Icelandic Food

➢ Icelanders love hot dogs (known as the Pylsur).  

➢ Produce is grown in geothermal steam-heated greenhouses (strawberries are especially sweet).

➢ Water is pure and fresh - straight from the glaciers.

➢ Fish is served fresh from the ocean (restaurants do not allow tipping).



Leftover salmon skin is used for popular Icelandic gifts made from salmon leather (comes in all colors)



Saltfish makes up 60% of Icelandic exports.  It is Icelanders’ favorite snack.  The fish is 
dried on outdoor racks.   It smells and tastes as you would imagine.

Saltfish



Icelandic Restaurant Food is Delicious!





Popular Grocery Stores are Bonus and Kronan

➢ Sometimes there are NO cold refrigerated cases – only ENTIRE cold rooms.

➢ Our favorite new food was Siggi’s Skyr (yogurt).



N1 Gas Stations function as small groceries and snack bars.  
➢ They are few and far between, so you always stop for picnic supplies and gas!
➢ If you take bus transportation, as of 2018, horses and other pets can ride with you!



Coca-Cola first became popular in Iceland during World War II.



Icelandic Bakers use Ammonium Salt in Cookies



A charming Icelandic Christmas Eve tradition is to spend the evening reading books and eating chocolate



Icelandic Accommodations

We stayed at “summer houses” rented through AirBnB and Tripadvisor.  The 
only exception was a new Scandinavian hotel near Jokulsarlon Ice Lagoon on 
the southeast coast.  

Vast areas of the country are uninhabited and choices are limited, so 
accommodations of any kind get booked up and sold out fast.  Tourist growth 
has far outpaced space available.



Our favorite place to stay is a rural Beach Farmhouse in Vogar that is 15 minutes away 
from Keflavik International Airport.  It has abundant charm and is situated in the middle 
of an arctic tern nesting colony.  It is also only 15 minutes from the Blue Lagoon.

Beach Farmhouse Near Airport

https://www.tripadvisor.com/VacationRentalReview-g3350937-d2356499-Iceland_Beach_Farm_Cabo_Barque_Grande-Vogar_Southern_Peninsula.html (Iceland Beach Farm)

https://www.tripadvisor.com/VacationRentalReview-g3350937-d2356499-Iceland_Beach_Farm_Cabo_Barque_Grande-Vogar_Southern_Peninsula.html




Wear a Hat - Terns Defend Their Nesting Territory!

Click to start Movie Here ->



South Coast Summer House #1

Eyjafjallajokull eruption in April 2010 was visible from this home.  
The volcanic ash disrupted international air travel for six days.

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/4676706 (Hvolsvollur)

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/4676706


South Coast Summer House #2

Just follow this handy sign to find your summer house location!



https://www.tripadvisor.com/VacationRentalReview-g608876-d5276256-Tradarland_luxury_country_house_in_south_part_of_Iceland-Hvolsvollur_South_Region.html (Tradarland)

https://www.tripadvisor.com/VacationRentalReview-g608876-d5276256-Tradarland_luxury_country_house_in_south_part_of_Iceland-Hvolsvollur_South_Region.html


Hotel Selja is in Same Vicinity within View of Seljalandsfoss Waterfall
(cute small hotel with outstanding breakfast)

http://www.hotelselja.com/

http://www.hotelselja.com/


Southeast Coast Scandinavian Hotel

Sleek minimalist and modern Scandinavian design.  Outstanding food!
(rare to see King-size beds in Iceland - usually two twin beds are pushed together)

http://www.fosshotel.is/hotels/fosshotel-in-the-south-east/fosshotel-vatnajokull/ Note there is a newer Fosshotel closer to Jokulsarlon, but we didn’t like it as much.

Fosshotel Vatnajokull

http://www.fosshotel.is/hotels/fosshotel-in-the-south-east/fosshotel-vatnajokull/


Far North Cabin on Troll Peninsula

Cozy accommodations as far north as you can get by car - surrounded by high 
snow-capped mountains and deep fjords.  Near Arctic Circle.

(showers are often very “tight” – never saw bathtubs)

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g1917492-d1890720-Reviews-Brimnes_Hotel_Cabins-Olafsfjordur_Northeast_Region.html Brimnes Cabins

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g1917492-d1890720-Reviews-Brimnes_Hotel_Cabins-Olafsfjordur_Northeast_Region.html


West Snaefellsness Summer House (2016)

Stunning views of mountains and glaciers from isolated private beach.

Update 2019:  New seawall being built to keep the ocean from overtaking the cottage.https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/7168871

Snaefellsbaer:  Nature, Ocean, and Glacier

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/7168871




Snaefellsness Beach House (2019)
Our new favorite in Arnarstapi!

Direct Oceanfront Views of Cliffs with Nesting Birds and Snaefellsjokull Behind – Stunning Location

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/17730210?source_impression_id=p3_1581208918_XqSAZ31ex2UbSXQX

AirBnB:  Charming House on Oceanfront

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/17730210?source_impression_id=p3_1581208918_XqSAZ31ex2UbSXQX


Downtown Reykjavik

Keflavik International 
Airport is 30 minutes 
southwest of downtown.



➢ Half of the country’s population (~200,000) lives in the Greater Reykjavik area.

➢ In 2016, the number of tourists visiting the country virtually equaled the entire population of 
332,000!

➢ Over 10% of the population in June 2016 traveled to France to cheer for Iceland’s soccer team at the 
European soccer championships.  

• The team’s “terrifying” Viking thunder-clap chant was seen round the world!  

• Iceland excels at soccer by training in enclosed steam-heated playing fields year-round –
complete with green grass.

Population



Shopping/Eating Main Street Leading up to Hallgrimskirkja Church



➢ Dominant landmark of Reykjavik is Lutheran Hallgrimskirkja Church.  

o Cement columns evoke columnar lava flows in countryside.

o Organ has 5,275 pipes.

Hallgrimskirkja Church

https://en.hallgrimskirkja.is/

https://en.hallgrimskirkja.is/




View from Top of Church Tower



Across from Hallgrimskirkja is Café Loki
Excellent Icelandic pancakes and hot chocolate (both with whipped cream)!

http://loki.is/index.php/2016-11-22-16-24-28/matsedhill

http://loki.is/index.php/2016-11-22-16-24-28/matsedhill


Icelanders Love Firework Celebrations!



Next time visit Flyover Iceland (voted best new attraction) - a virtual reality aerial tour of Iceland 
www.flyovericeland.com

Also visit the Pearl (the #1 attraction in Reykjavik) – a natural history museum that includes a man-made 
ice cave, planetarium, and nature exhibits

https://perlan.is/

http://www.flyovericeland.com/
https://perlan.is/


Sun Voyager Statue



Symbolizes Dream Boat Voyage
To Sun – Journey Forward into
Light and Hope



Harpa Concert Hall

➢ Dark Color Reflects Iceland’s Volcanic Landscape
https://en.harpa.is/harpa/services/guided-tours/

https://en.harpa.is/harpa/services/guided-tours/






















Reykjavik:  Popular Lake Tjornin



Downtown Reykjavik’s Accessible Seat of Government:  House of Parliament

➢ In 1980 Iceland voted into office the world’s first democratically elected female President
(she was a single mother who served 4 terms – 16 years total)

➢ 44% of CEOs in Iceland are women



Reykjavik Harbor Puffin Tours (puffins nest on island very close offshore)

http://www.specialtours.is/puffin-watching/

http://www.specialtours.is/puffin-watching/


Reykjavik Grotta Lighthouse (beachcombing, sea glass, and ducks)



GOLDEN CIRCLE TOUR
(popular day tour east of Reykjavik)

Minibus Tour Link Here

https://www.extremeiceland.is/en/destinations/the-golden-circle/golden-circle-iceland?gclid=CjwKEAiAqozEBRDJrPem0fPKtX0SJAD5sAyH_YZMnNeuWKfMOHaSZK5Oy5m0b-3QdLjJRaIdQizYyxoCROzw_wcB


Kerid Crater



➢ The word “geyser” originated from Iceland’s “Great Geysir”, which is now dormant

Spectacular Geyser Hot Springs



Strokkur erupts about every 10 minutes, beginning with a bulging blue bubble





Click to start Movie Here ->



Blesi Pool is a striking powder blue



Gulfoss (Golden Falls) – double falls more powerful than Niagara







Thingvellir Church (pulpit dates to 1683)





Thingvellir National Park

➢ Almannagia cliff walk follows world’s most visible geologic ridge

➢ Site of world’s oldest Parliament

➢ UNESCO World Heritage Site
http://www.thingvellir.is/english/

http://www.thingvellir.is/english/


Silfra Fissure Dive Site (crystal clear dive at junction of continental plates!)
https://www.divesilfra.is/en/scuba-diving-tours/scuba-diving-in-silfra

https://www.divesilfra.is/en/scuba-diving-tours/scuba-diving-in-silfra


Reykjanes 
Peninsula
Day Tour



Reykjanes Peninsula is
30 miles southwest
of Reykjavik

(tour travels west roughly in 
a counterclockwise loop)

This is where Keflavik
International Airport
and the Blue Lagoon are
located.

The Reykjanes Peninsula 
was designated a UNESCO 
Global Geopark in 2015 (a 
landscape of international 
geological significance).





Kalfatjarnarkirkja Church – Iceland’s Largest Rural Church 
(“kirkja” at the end of a word means church)







Utskalakirkja “Mariner’s” Church (many shipwrecks occurred offshore)





➢ Gardskagaviti Lighthouse is the tallest in Iceland.  It replaced the smaller striped one nearby.

➢ It was a gift from U.S. servicemen, who were rescued from a sinking ship offshore.

Gardskagaviti Twin Lighthouses
(“viti” at the end of a word means lighthouse)













Panorama of Beach by Gardskagaviti Twin Lighthouses



Sandgerdi Lighthouse:  Faces water and is directly attached to a fish processing warehouse





Excellent Seafood Restaurant Next Door



Tern nesting area is next heading south of Sandgerdi – so many birds!



Hvalneskirkja Church (built 1886)

➢ Built of lava rock and salvaged driftwood







Stafnes Lighthouse





Kirkjuvogskirkja is One of Three Icelandic Churches Painted Black



Anchor next door was salvaged from 1881 “Ghost Ship” wreck of American Schooner Jamestown

➢ The wood was of great value to this treeless community



➢ Desolate volcanic area was used by NASA to practice moonwalking for the Apollo 
flight crews.

➢ NASA scientists will visit Iceland in Summer 2019 and 2020 to prep for the next Mars 
Rover mission (launch July 2020 and arrival at Mars February 2021).   Mars in the past 
may have looked a lot like coastal Iceland today.  The Rover will search for signs of 
extraterrestrial life! 

United States NASA Training Site





➢ Symbolic location for rift zone.  Actually the entire Reykjanes Peninsula bridges two continents.

Bridge Between the Continents



➢ Iceland’s oldest lighthouse sits in an active geologic area on a hill overlooking Gunnuhver, 
the country’s largest bubbling mud pots.

Reykjanes Lighthouse (Smokey Point)



Great Auk Statue (last known sighting was near this location)



➢ Boardwalk passes by rainbow colored volcanic features including fumaroles, mud pots, and hot springs.

Seltun Hot Springs









➢ Graenavatn Lake was formed by an explosion of overheated ground water.  Its blue-green color 
is the result of warmth-loving algae in the water.

Graenavatn Lake



➢ Kleifarvatn Lake is one of Iceland’s largest lakes and is surrounded by lupine covered hills in June.

Kleifarvatn Lake





Fragile Pillow Moss Covers Lava Landscape

➢ Never walk off trail; the moss could take decades to regenerate if damaged.





Delicate Wildflowers Bloom in Lava Landscape



Sheep Wander Freely in Area



➢ After arrival at Keflavik International Airport (about 30 miles southwest of Reykjavik), many 
travelers enjoy a soak in the nearby Blue Lagoon – a top attraction in Iceland that is open 
year round.  It is always enjoyable and has a nice restaurant on-site.

➢ Almost every Icelandic town has its own geothermal heated swimming pool.  

➢ The Blue Lagoon’s water is outflow from an adjacent geothermal power station.  The 
steaming water originates from a lava flow a mile below the surface.

➢ Fine white silica in the mineral-rich water has healing properties and is used for therapeutic 
spa treatments.

Blue Lagoon http://www.bluelagoon.com/

http://www.bluelagoon.com/




There are hiking trails around the lagoon.



Next time we might visit “Inside the Volcano”: https://insidethevolcano.com/
and “Into the Glacier”: https://intotheglacier.is/.  Near Into the Glacier is beautiful 
Hraunfossar & Barnafoss waterfalls.  Also near Into the Glacier is the Erpsstadir Skyr Center, which features 
ice cream and farm-fresh skyr (including the world’s only skyr chocolate).  Open 1-5 pm in summer.    

OR visit the new Lava Tunnel only 30 minutes from Seltun.  Only a one hour easy tour of a lava tube with 
brilliant colors near Selfoss. https://thelavatunnel.is/ It was nominated for the Nordic Lighting Design 
Award in 2018.

https://insidethevolcano.com/
https://intotheglacier.is/
https://thelavatunnel.is/


Strandarkirkja Church (Beach or Miracle church)









Elf Houses Behind Church





Icelandic Horse World
http://www.iceworld.is/

http://www.iceworld.is/


Lava Centre Museum (new)
The most awarded exhibition in Iceland!

https://lavacentre.is/

https://lavacentre.is/


SOUTH COAST 
WONDERS



Seljalandsfoss Waterfall

(foss at the end of a word means waterfall) 







Skogafoss Waterfall







Puffins Statues are at Entrance to Skogafoss and Road to Ferry



Next time we will visit adjacent Skogar Museum, and look for hidden waterfall nearby named Kvernufoss.

Past Seljalandsfoss is another hidden waterfall (Gljufrabui), and also a beautiful church.



Volcanic 
Islands



Vestmannaeyjar (Westman Islands)

➢ 30 minute ferry ride to these volcanic islands in summer brings you to a puffin paradise!
http://visitwestmanislands.com/tour/ferry-landeyjahofn-to-vestmannaeyjar

http://visitwestmanislands.com/tour/ferry-landeyjahofn-to-vestmannaeyjar








Best Birdwatching Locations in Westman Islands
http://visitwestmanislands.com/page/birdwatching-in-vestmannaeyjar-iceland

http://visitwestmanislands.com/page/birdwatching-in-vestmannaeyjar-iceland


View of Puffins from Photography Blind (windiest spot in Europe!)
A scientific study in 2019 found that puffin bills are bioluminescent!







Eldheimar Museum – Pompeii of the North
➢ Little girl dreamed the volcano would erupt months before it happened on January 23, 1973
➢ Ships were in port because of bad weather, so people escaped quickly

http://eldheimar.is/en/

http://eldheimar.is/en/




Recovered Home Dug Out from 
Volcanic Ash Inside Museum



Saeheimar Aquarium and Natural History Museum http://saeheimar.is/en

http://saeheimar.is/en




Sea bird eggs are pointed so they roll in a circle, and not off cliff edges



Rescued Kittiwake Chick at Museum



Rescued Puffin Toti:  A Permanent Ambassador at Museum





Vik:  Famous Black Sand Beach, Troll Rocks, and Dyrholaey Cliffs

➢ Legend says offshore rocks are three trolls turned to stone
➢ Beware of dangerous waves on Reynisfjara black sand beach - stay far 

back!  Its sheer untouched beauty landed it on the list of World’s 50 Best 
Beaches by FlightNetwork in 2017.



Vik Church Sits High on a Hill Overlooking the Town and Ocean







Heading East on
Ring Road 1



Laufskalavarda Rock Cairns – A Tradition to Bring Good Luck to Travelers







Fields of Fragrant Lupines amid Glacial Valleys





Fjadrargljufur Canyon 



Svartifoss (dramatic basalt rock pillar waterfall)



Hofskirkja Church



Fjallsarlon Glacier Lagoon



Jokulsarlon
Ice Lagoon



Spectacular Ice at Jokulsarlon!

➢ Ice melts from Vatnajokull Glacier, and washes out to sea
➢ Tides bring the ice back to black volcanic sand beach (“Diamond Beach”)
➢ Ice appears bluest during cloudy/rainy weather

http://icelagoon.is/gallery/

http://icelagoon.is/gallery/






Photographic Zoom of Vatnajokull Glacier































Ice is Filled with Air Bubbles



Vestrahorn Mountain: Ancient Magma Chamber of Extinct Volcano

➢ Raw wild landscape one hour east of Jokulsarlon





Vestrahorn:  Windswept Black Sand Dunes with Green Grass

➢ Very popular with photographers





Vestrahorn:  Walking Path to Abandoned Viking Movie Set

➢ Village may be revived for new movie “Vikingr” by Universal Studios in the future by 
Director Baltasar Kormakur.  He is also currently in production of the Netflix TV drama 
“Katla”, about Reykjavik after the volcano Katla erupts and causes strange events and 
alarming mutations in the local area.  You can read about the many movie and TV locations 
filmed in Iceland at:  https://guidetoiceland.is/history-culture/movie-locations-in-iceland

https://guidetoiceland.is/history-culture/movie-locations-in-iceland




Owners of Vestrahorn consider this place “Heaven on Earth”



North Arctic 
Coast



Thingeyrarkirkja Church

➢ One of few churches made of volcanic stone – rare because cost of mortar was too high.







Vidimyri Church (turf church)



Glaumbaur:  Church and Historic Turf Village

http://www.glaumbaer.is/is/information/glaumbaer-farm/glaumbaer-english-1

http://www.glaumbaer.is/is/information/glaumbaer-farm/glaumbaer-english-1














Snowy Mountains and Scenery of Rugged Troll Peninsula



Snow in June



Picture in Cabin of Snow in Winter





Looking North to Arctic



Some Tunnels through Remote Mountains in Far North and East are One Way 
(there pull-offs are inside tunnel in case you meet another vehicle; a bit nerve-wracking)



Arctic Sea Tours at Dalvik Harbor:  Whale Watching http://www.arcticseatours.is/

http://www.arcticseatours.is/






In 10 minutes we caught enough fish for everyone – best EVER!





Godafoss Waterfall (Waterfall of the Gods)



Lake Myvatn (abundant ducks)



Very Active Geothermal Area



Magical 
Snaefellsness

Peninsula
(a favorite!)



➢ Iceland is rich in folklore about elves, fairies, hidden people, and trolls.  The Snaefellsness
Peninsula is a “hotspot” for them.

➢ Although belief is not universal, Icelanders think there is a possibility of their existence. 

➢ Many projects have been delayed due to the suspected presence of elves in the lava fields.  

➢ Maps are being created for possible locations of Hidden People.

Elves



Snaefellsjokull (glacier topped mountain)



Snaefellsjokull National Park

➢ Glacier was the entrance point for scientists in the Jules Verne classic “Journal to the Center of the Earth”

➢ The mountain is thought to be 1 of 7 chakra energy centers on Earth with high magnetic energy.

(“jokull” at the end of a word means glacier)



South Snaefellsness Peninsula Scenery



Budakirkja (Painted Black Church in Lava Landscape)







Arnarstapi

➢ Great Café Stop for Hot Chocolate
➢ This fishing village is adjacent to Hellnar, which was named by Business Insider in 2017 as 

one of “25 secret European villages you should visit in your lifetime”.  
➢ Enjoy a scenic cliff walk between the villages.  This area was made a Natural Reserve in 

1979.  Terns outnumber people!  



➢ Fisherman’s Statue

Arnarstapi



Arnarstapi

➢ Mount Stapafell (Home of Elves)



➢ So Many Sea Birds!

Arnarstapi Cliff Walk



Kittiwake Nests on Lava Pillars







Arnastapi Harbor







Hellnar Kitty

The Foss hotel in Hellnar has a kitty named Pal with an official employee badge 
and the job title “Mousekeeping”. How cute! 



Longrangar Lighthouse



Kittiwake Colony on Cliff Nearby



“Elf Church” Rock Formation



Djupalonssandur Beach Path



Djupalonssandur Beach:  1948 Shipwreck Debris



Djupalonssandur Beach:  Four Lifting Stones Used to Test the Strength of Fishermen





Djupalonssandur Beach: Driftwood Log from Siberia



Skardsvik Golden Sand Beach at Western Tip of Snaefellsness Peninsula



Nearby Ondverdarnes Lighthouse at Western Tip of Snaefellsness Peninsula



Maritime Museum



Svodufoss Waterfall



Ingjaldsholskirkja (Independent  Church) at End of Lonely Country Lane



Olafsvikurkirkja (Olafsvik Church Hofsos) Shaped Like a Ship
(triangle shape reflects the holy trinity; located near a fishing village)



Kirkjufell (Church Mountain)









Kirkjufell, Cotton Grass, and Wild Heath Orchid



Strawberry Moon Over Ocean
(three wild horses galloped past!)





Stunning Pink Midnight Sunset



Photographers Never Go to Iceland Just Once!

➢ Like most photographers, we found that once was not enough to visit Iceland.   We 
toured the country in June 2014, 2016, and 2019, and plan to return again.  There is 
always something not seen due to time, distance, or weather constraints.  

➢ Our TOP THREE must-see places are below, but I also highly recommend Snaefellsness:

• Reykjavik Golden Circle Tour

• South Coast Waterfalls

• Jokulsarlon Ice Lagoon

➢ Iceland is pure magic.  It sticks with you and calls you back.















Iceland’s charming goodbye is:

“Bless Bless”

For questions, contact Pam and Richard Winegar at pgwinegar@aol.com
We visited Iceland the last two weeks of June 2014, 2016, and 2019.
See detailed descriptions and pictures at:  https://naturetime.wordpress.com/category/travel-2/iceland/

See custom Google map at: https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1skvfqsNlWpCilCOaJc2tjreDGnc

Iceland Live Cams are at: http://www.livefromiceland.is/

Iceland travel websites are at: http://www.icelandnaturally.com/ and  http://www.visiticeland.com/

mailto:pgwinegar@aol.com
https://naturetime.wordpress.com/category/travel-2/iceland/
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1skvfqsNlWpCilCOaJc2tjreDGnc
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